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Abstract 

The need for developing an economical and efficient quality assessment system for pave-

ment motivates this study to take advantage of available new technologies and provide a novel 

approach to address this need. In this study, the utility of using Google Street View (GSV) for 

evaluating the quality of pavement is investigated. GSV is a technology featured in Google Maps 

and Google Earth that provides interactive panoramas along many streets throughout the world. 

This technology provides a large data set of pavement images that can be used for pavement 

evaluation. Advanced deep learning algorithms are utilized to automate the pavement assessment 

process of these GSV images. These algorithms autonomously learn to find the important fea-

tures in a data set to perform a particular task. A convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of 

the deep learning algorithms that has been shown to be very effective in learning from digital im-

ages. Several CNNs are used in this study to perform image classification on GSV pavement im-

ages. Training an effective CNN with many learning parameters requires a large image data set. 

To provide the required data for training a CNN, a large number of pavement images are ex-

tracted from GSV are then divided to smaller image patches to form a larger data set. Each image 

patch is visually classified into different categories of pavement cracks based on the standard 

practice. A comparative study of pavement quality assessment is conducted between the results 

of the CNN classified images patches obtained from GSV and those from a sophisticated com-

mercial visual inspection company. The result of the comparison indicates the feasibility and ef-

fectiveness of using GSV images for pavement evaluation. An effective CNN is designed and 

trained on the image data set to automate the crack detection process. The trained network is then 
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tested on a new data set. The results of this study show that the designed CNN is effective in 

classifying the pavement images into different defined crack categories.  
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1. Chapter 1 

Introduction 

It is crucial to monitor and inspect infrastructure systems to ensure safety and reduce the 

maintenance cost. Roads are among the most visible and familiar forms of infrastructure with 

over four million miles crisscrossing the United States. Based on 2017 Infrastructure Report 

Card, one out of every five miles of highway pavement is in poor condition and have a major and 

increasing backlog of rehabilitation needs [1]. The first step in improving the current condition is 

to provide a comprehensive assessment of the roads. This assessment would help the decision 

makers to effectively plan short and long-term goals. Performing a large-scale monitoring and 

assessment on roads with conventional methods is a time-consuming process and requires large 

investments of time and money. Thus, it is crucial to invest in developing assessment systems 

that can be applied efficiently on a large scale. In this study, a novel, time efficient, and eco-

nomic approach is proposed for pavement assessment. 

Among different nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques, visual inspection is the 

most common method and often serves as a baseline to confirm observations obtained from other 

NDE methods [2,3]. In this method, a trained inspector looks over a system using naked eye to 

search for flaws. The inspector may be equipped with measuring devices to evaluate the severity 

of the flaws (see Figure 1). A visual inspection of pavement surface can provide valuable data 

that could be utilized to estimate the current and future pavement performance and to determine 

and prioritize pavement maintenance and rehabilitation necessities [4].  Although visual inspec-

tion conducted by humans is among one of the lowest-cost and most reliable NDE methods, per-

forming this type of inspection for large systems such as roads has several drawbacks. The U.S. 
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Federal Highway Administration conducted a comprehensive study of reliability of visual in-

spection of highway bridges which discovered a great discrepancy in the results of several in-

spectors for the same structure [2]. Although, to some extent, this discrepancy is attributed to 

negligence or improper training of inspectors, there are many factors that cannot be overcome by 

humans in the current visual inspection process. Also, visual inspection poses safety risks to both 

inspectors and the general public [5]. For example, when inspecting highway infrastructure in-

spectors are often exposed to traffic or dangerous climbing scenarios (see Figure 2) which also 

can be a distraction to passing drivers. Furthermore, visual inspection of large areas such as 

roads is a time-consuming and expensive process. These factors have led many researches to 

propose and develop various partially automated systems for visual inspection. The automation 

can happen in both image acquisition and image processing. 

 

Figure 1. Human conducted visual inspection with simple equipment [6]. 
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Figure 2. Human conducted visual inspection and safety risks [7,8]. 

 Literature Review on Automation in Image Acquisition 

Advancements and availability of optical devices and vision-based sensing technology 

gained great attention of many researchers in damage detection [9,10]. Typically, image acquisi-

tion systems involve using a camera to capture images of the surface of an object. The camera 

sensor may work in the visible light or beyond (vision-based sensing is usually based on visible 

light). Jahanshahi et al. [11] developed a visual monitoring system by mounting several inexpen-

sive digital cameras (capable of zooming and rotation in three directions) to collect images (see 

Figure 3). This system allows an inspector to compare the current situation of the structure with 

the results of previous inspections, which would help to evaluate the changes of the structure at 

different locations. They also provide a panoramic reconstruction of various view cases by using 

an image stitching algorithm. 
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Figure 3. Schematic hardware configuration of the image-based inspection system [11]. 

 To improve the accessibility to large bridges, Lee et al. developed devices for operating 

from the underside of superstructure during inspection [12]. This system is similar to an under 

bridge inspection vehicle but replaces a bucket with several cameras (see Figure 4)  [13]. They 

used commercial digital cameras with auto focusing functionality to collect images. The device 

has an adjustable boom which could be employed for bridges with 2 lanes (each way).    

 

Figure 4. The adjustable boom for image acquisition under bridges [12]. 
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The widespread availability of commercial unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) (particu-

larly, quadcopter drones) has been a key driver of inspection robotics research [5,14]. In these 

systems quadcopter drones are used to capture a video of a structure. In some methods, the sys-

tem will also record the location of the drone and will use it to reconstruct a 3D model of the 

structure. Lattanzi and Miller provided a review of robotic infrastructure inspection and image 

acquisition methods over the past two decades [5]. Dorafshan and Maguire were also reviewed 

the state of practice of  U.S. bridge inspection programs and summarized current and future ca-

pabilities of unmanned aerial systems in automated bridge inspections [15]. In their review pa-

per, they discussed the challenges of using UAV for bridge inspection and concluded that the re-

cent advances of UAV could potentially shift the bridge inspection paradigm by providing low 

cost options for image acquisition.  

For pavement image acquisition, using a digital camera with strobe or halogen lights 

which are mounted on a mobile laboratory is very common (see Figure 5) [16–19]. Lopes et al. 

developed a system for scanning road surface called Road-Kill for surveying mortality of am-

phibians in Portuguese roads [20]. They used a camera with 35mm lens and a LED lighting sys-

tem in their image acquisition system (see Figure 6). Their system can scan a 1 m width of road-

way in every pass at 30 km/h and with a 250 µm/pixel resolution.   
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Figure 5. Mobile laboratory for pavement image acquisition [16]. 

 

Figure 6. Diagrams of the developed scanner, Road-Kill [20]. 

Due to the advances in smart phone cameras and their widespread availability, several re-

searches have used this technology for data acquisition [21–23]. Zhang et al. used smart phones 

to collect more than 500 pavement pictures of size 3,264×2,448 pixels at the Temple University 

campus for pavement evaluation [22]. Maeda et al. installed a smart phone on the dashboard of a 

car, as shown in Figure 7, and drove the car to capture images of 600×600 pixels once per second 
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[23]. The average speed of the car was 40 km/h. The images were captured in a wide variety of 

weather and illuminance conditions. Varadharajan et al. used a Samsung Galaxy Camera for im-

age acquisition that almost has all functionalities of a smartphone [24]. The camera was mounted 

on the windshield of a personal vehicle (see Figure 8). They collected more than 100 hours of 

video with 1080p and 10 Hz (about 4 million images), over a period of one year in Pittsburgh 

area.  

 

Figure 7. Using smart phones for collecting pavement images [23]. 

 

Figure 8. Using smart camera for data collection [24]. 
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 Literature Review on Automation in Image Processing 

Many researchers have developed and applied different computer vision techniques for 

damage detection in civil infrastructure. Most of the early works in crack detection were mainly 

based on thresholding intensity values of pixels [25–28]. In these methods, the pixels are parti-

tioned depending on their intensity value. The main assumption of these methods is that the 

cracked areas are darker. Although these methods are effective in some applications, they are 

generally too simplistic to be applicable to images with variety of artifacts. Shi et al. [28] classi-

fied the most recent studies in crack detection into five categories: methods based on saliency de-

tection, textured-analysis, wavelet transform, minimal path, and machine learning (ML). Critical 

assessment of some of these categories can be found in [29,30].  Salient detection is more visible 

due to the contrast of a crack with its surroundings [31,32], but has  poor performance on as-

sessing the completeness and continuity of a detected crack. Some researchers used textured-

analysis methods for road crack detection since the pavement images are often highly textured 

[33–35]. For detecting cracked area, these methods use a local binary pattern operator. Since the 

local neighbor information is not considered, the cracks with intensity inhomogeneity will not be 

detected with high accuracy [28]. Wavelet transform is applied to pavement images for noise re-

duction [36] and crack detection [37]. Because wavelets have anisotropic characteristic, wavelet 

transform methods may not work well in detection of the cracks with high curvature or with low 

continuity [38]. In minimal path methods, simple open curves in images can be extracted by 

providing the endpoints of the curve [39]. Several researchers have applied these methods in 

crack detection [40–42]. The availability of large datasets encouraged several researchers to ap-
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ply ML methods to crack detection [43–48]. Many of the studies in crack detection use edge de-

tection techniques to extract useful information form the images [13,49–51]. Over the history of 

digital image processing, a variety of edge detectors have been developed which differ in their 

mathematical and algorithmic properties [52–55]. Abdel-Qader at al. compared four different 

edge detection methods and showed that the Fast Haar transform was more reliable than the 

other three edge-detection techniques in identifying cracks [56]. Additionally, Zalama et al. uti-

lized Gabor filters to detect the longitudinal and transverse cracks in road images [57]. They used 

4 Gabor filters with different orientations to detect cracks. Figure 9 shows two of the Gabor fil-

ters that they used in their study. They reasoned that the drastic differences will help to cover the 

widest possible range with the filters.  

The images used in these studies were typically high-resolution and clear images with 

minimum artifacts. Edge detection requires smoothing and differentiation of the image using dif-

ferent filters. Differentiation is an ill-conditioned problem so the presence of artifacts in images 

significantly alter the result. Additionally, smoothing results in a loss of information, which may 

lead to total loss of useful information in low-resolution images. Considering these issues, it is 

difficult to design a general filter which performs well in many contexts [13]. Instead of explic-

itly engineering a filter that may work well under certain conditions, many researchers, in the re-

cent years, have attempted to use convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures to train lay-

ers of filters that can extract useful information from the images.  
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Figure 9. Spatial and frequency domain of two Gabor filters (a and b). Real and imaginary part 

range is from –1 to 1, magnitude range is from 0 to 1, and phase range is from –180◦ to 180◦. (a) 

Central frequency is 0.010 and orientation is 45◦. (b) Central frequency is 0.010 and orientation 

is 45◦. (b) Central frequency is 0.013 and orientation is 0◦ [57]. 

 Literature Review on Deep Learning and Crack Detection 

In recent years, deep learning (DL) methods have been proven to be very effective in 

solving many practical problems [58–61]. By relying more on automatic learning and less on 

heuristics, LeCun at al. showed that better pattern recognition systems can be built [62]. By in-

troducing AlexNet in 2012, Krizhevsky et al. achieved record-breaking results in an image clas-

sification contest (ImageNet challenge [63]) and demonstrated the power of CNN architectures 
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[64]. Since then, several researchers have applied AlexNet and other CNN architectures to dam-

age detection of civil infrastructure. Cha et al. developed a classic CNN for detecting concrete 

cracks and compared their results with Canny and Sobel edge detection methods [65]. They used 

40,000 images with 256×256 pixel resolutions for training the network and 55 images of 

5,888×3,584 pixel resolutions for testing. They have showed that CNN performs better in finding 

concrete cracks in realistic situations [65]. In another study, Cha et al. applied Faster Region-

based CNN for detecting multiple damage types [66]. Huang et al. used fully convolutional net-

work for semantic segmentation of crack and leakage defects on inner surface of concrete tunnels  

[67]. Chen and Jahanshahi proposed Naive Bayes CNN to analyze individual video frames for 

crack detection on nuclear power plant components [68]. Wang et al. proposed a CNN architec-

ture for pavement crack detection on 3D asphalt surfaces that removed pooling layers in typical 

CNNs to ensure pixel-perfect accuracy [69]. Zhang et al. utilized a simple CNN with three con-

volutional layers to detect pavement cracks [22]. They evaluated their method on 500 images 

(size 3,264×2,448 pixels) collected by a low-cost smart phone and showed the superiority of DL 

framework when compared to existing hand engineered methods. Maeda et al. collected 9,053 

road damage images captured with a smartphone installed on a car, and applied Single shot 

multibox detector (SSD) Inception V2 and SSD MobileNet (two CNN architectures) for detect-

ing the location and type of cracks in road images [23]. Eisenbach et al. evaluated  both com-

puter vision and DL crack detection approaches with the German Asphalt Pavement Distress 

data set [70]. Pauly et al. investigated the effectiveness of having more layers in CNN architec-

tures for pavement crack detection [71]. They also showed how variations in location of training 

and testing data sets affect the performance of the DL.  
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 Problem Statement  

To train a deep CNN with many hidden layers, a large data set is required. In fact, the 

benefit of using a deep network are only revealed when a large data set is available for training. 

In the crack detection literature, there are few large labeled image data sets which are suitable for 

DL applications. Most of the pavement crack detection studies use road images taken directly 

from above the road [24]. It is difficult to reproduce these images and it is costly to maintain a 

dedicated car for taking road images [24]. In 2017, Eisenbach et al. stated that there were only 

three different data sets available for crack detection of pavement images, all of which have less 

than 300 total images [70]. In the summer of 2018, the need for a large data set of images for 

classification of structural objects, inspired Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center 

(PEER) to organize the first image-based structural damage identification competition, namely 

PEER Hub ImageNet (PHI) Challenge [72]. All these factors indicate that there is an immediate 

need for building a proper data set of images for damage detection of civil infrastructure. 

In this study, the main objective is to develop a reliable, inexpensive, accurate and auto-

mated system for identifying cracks in a surface. Due to the importance of identifying cracks in 

pavements, this study will focus on crack detection in asphalt pavements. However, the devel-

oped system will readily be applicable for crack detection on concrete surfaces in a structure. By 

reviewing the recent literature of visual inspection automation, it is easy to observe a growing 

interest in using neural network (NN) algorithms in civil infrastructure applications. While NN 

algorithms have proven themselves to be reliable and efficient in solving complex problems, the 

affordability of powerful graphics processing units (GPUs) have advanced the research by 
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providing the computational speed required for training a deep network. In this study, two differ-

ent deep CNN architectures are developed and applied to pavement image classification. To train 

and test the network, a data set is collected containing pavement images captured from Google 

Street View (GSV). GSV provides panoramic 360-degree views from positions along many 

streets in the world and forms a massive data set that is well-suited for DL applications. GSV has 

been successfully used in many fields of research [73–75]; however, this study is the first attempt 

to use GSV technology for damage detection. The main challenge in using the GSV data are the 

presence of many artifacts and low quality of the images. Therefore, an effective crack detection 

method is implemented to address these challenges. 

The chapters of this dissertation are structured in a way that provide an overview of the 

important concept and methods in this study. Chapter 2 provides an extensive discussion of the 

data collection process and the nature of the data. In this chapter, the practical challenges are ex-

plained when working with data collected from GSV. In Chapter 3, the fundamental concepts of 

DL are introduced along with the building blocks of the CNN used for solving the image classifi-

cation problem. Chapter 4 provides a detailed discussion of the designed experiments for crack 

detection and their results. Lastly, in Chapter 5, a summary is provided on the overall crack de-

tection process, conclusions, and some comments on topics for future study.  
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2. Chapter 2 

Data Collection 

This study is the first attempt in using Google Street View (GSV) images for civil engi-

neering applications. The data collection portion of this study posed multiple challenges that that 

were addressed with innovative and unique solutions. In this section, the details are presented for 

data acquisition, data representation, data preprocessing, data labeling, complexity analysis, and 

some of the pragmatic challenges in collecting the data. 

 Data Acquisition 

There are four million miles of roads in the United States and collecting data for pave-

ment evaluation is a time-consuming and expensive task which makes it almost impractical to 

perform in a large scale for the whole network. To overcome this challenge, GSV is used to col-

lect the required data. In this subsection, information is presented on GSV and methods for col-

lecting data using GSV.  

The Sandford City Block project [76,77] was the origin of GSV. The purpose of the pro-

ject was to build a technology for multi-perspective panoramas from sideways-looking video 

taken from a vehicle driving on a street (Figure 10). This project was folded into Google Street 

View project to provide an interactive panorama from positions along many streets and roads in 

the world. Most of the photography is done by google cars as shown in the Figure 11. For each 

single location GSV provides a photo sphere, or set of images, that provides a full 360-degree 

view. The resulting 360-degree panoramic image defines a projection on a sphere with the image 

wrapped to the two-dimensional surface of that sphere [78]. Since its launch in 2007 [79], the 
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GSV project has captured billions of photos across many countries [80]. In 2012, Google an-

nounced that it has captured 20 petabytes of data for GSV. By increasing the quality of images in 

2017 and innovation of variety of methods for capturing images, the size of the GSV database 

has been exponentially increased. GSV data has been used by the computer vision community 

for testing different methods [81,82] and a source from which data is extracted and analyzed 

[83–85]. A large portion of the GSV database is images of pavements. Tapping this massive re-

source of data can provide a unique tool for solving one of the challenging problems in monitor-

ing civil infrastructure. 

 

Figure 10. Shown at left, the camera mounted in the back of a slowly-moving car, and at right is 

the constructed panorama [86]. 

 

Figure 11. Google street view cars [87]. 
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There are several methods for extracting images from GSV. The first method is to save a 

view that covers an area of pavement under investigation. For this method, simply go to Google 

Map website and find the location that of interest. GSV can be navigated by dragging and drop-

ping the pegman icon on the street, selecting a view that covers the area of the pavement, and 

storing the viewed image on a hard disk. There are other websites that might help to perform this 

process [88,89].  These websites try to provide a fast and user-friendly interface to work with 

GSV. While manually navigating through GSV and saving images is a time consuming and im-

practical method for evaluating a whole network of roadways, for research purposes this method 

can provide adequate data for training and testing a DL model. Web browser interactions can be 

automated using a  Python library called Selenium [90]. Although Selenium can help to extract 

data from a straight road, it was found to be ineffective for streets with multiple turns (unless the 

GPS coordinates are given). The practical option is to use GSV Static API [91]. The location, 

camera angle, and the size of the image can be selected, and the API will provide the image 

(Google charges $0.0056 for each image). For this study, images were manually extracted di-

rectly form the GSV website. The images are cropped and spliced into smaller patches to form 

both the training and test data sets.  

 Data Representation 

A digital image is a collection of picture elements or pixels that have been organized in a 

grid-shape format with fixed number of rows and columns. Digital images in machines are stored 

in a simple 2D array (for gray images) of numbers which represent the intensity of light at the 

pixel. A typical color image consists of three layers (channels) of 2D arrays for red, green, and 
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blue light for the additive RGB color model. The intensity values in each array can be digitized 

in 8 bits (256 intensity levels). This forms a typical 32-bit images. Although images have a well-

defined structure, in data science they will be considered as unstructured data for the classifica-

tion task.  

Many ML problems can be solved by identifying the correct set of features. These fea-

tures will be provided to a ML algorithm to perform the required task. For example, a useful fea-

ture for identifying a speaker from their sound is the speaker’s vocal tract. This feature of the 

sound provides a good indicator for identifying if the speaker is a man, a woman, or a child. 

However, for many tasks it is difficult to know what features should be extracted. For example, it 

is difficult to describe what a crack looks like in terms of pixel values. One solution to this prob-

lem is to utilize ML to not only learn the mapping form input to output but also learn how to rep-

resent the data to make it possible to map. To illustrate the importance of data representation, 

consider the following example: classifying data presented in cartesian coordinates with a linear 

classifier. In Figure 12(a), there is no linear line that can correctly separate the data points into 

two unique subsets. In Figure 12(b) the same data is presented in polar coordinates and a linear 

classifier can easily separate the data points.  
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 12. Data representation [92]. 

A deep network model learns how to represent data in different forms in each layer of the 

network and make it possible for the model to correctly learn the general pattern. Particularly, in 

CNN, the network learns to represent the raw pixel values into different forms. DL breaks down 

a complicated mapping into series of nested simple mappings (Figure 13). In other words, the 

network learns to put a structure on the unstructured data. Figure 13 shows a graphically simpli-

fied DL model that has been trained for object classification. Since it is not possible to directly 

extract all the important features of a complex object from pixel values, the network breaks a 

complex feature down to series of simpler features in each layer. In the first layer, the network 

learns to transform the raw pixel values to a space defined by edges. The output of the first layer 

is edges of an input image. In the next layer, the output of the previous layer is transformed to a 

space defined by corners and contours. Then, in the third layer it learns to represent the corners 
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and contours in a space defined by object parts and from this last layer the model can decide 

about the class of the image.   

 

Figure 13. Illustration of a DL model [92]. 

 Labeling Images 

The first part of this study was to identify if there is a crack in the image or not. This is a 

binary classification problem. For solving this problem, 1,500 images of 1,800×800 pixels were 

extracted from GSV for several roads in Memphis, TN. These images were than split into 

patches of 200×200 pixels (see Figure 14) and labeled as “cracked” or “not cracked” as is illus-

trated in Figure 15. Overall, 48,000 images were manually labeled and cleaned. The number of 

images in each class is in the same range for both classes.  
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Figure 14. Splitting one image into small patches. 

The second part of this study is a multiclass classification problem where the different 

types of pavement cracks are identified. For this classification problem 2,346 GSV images of 

3,750×500 pixels were collected from a part of Route 28 in Virginia. The length of the road is 

around 13 miles. Figure 16 depicted the locations of the captured images of Route 28. The crack 

evaluation for this part of the road was performed by a commercial company (ARRB [93]) and 

was available for this study. The company uses intelligent Pavement Assessment Vehicle 

(iPAVe), fully automated crack detection system that uses 3D sensors combining lasers and 

high-speed 3D cameras, to provide data on the quality and quantity cracks in pavement. To be 

able to compare the result of GSV with the result of the company, the images were split into 

patches of 250×250 pixels, and labeled into 5 categories with the following simplified descrip-

tion: 
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• Not cracked, when there is no crack in the image 

• Longitudinal crack, when there is just one horizontal crack in the image 

• Transverse crack, when there is just one vertical crack in the image 

• Alligator crack, when there is more than one crack or when the shape of the crack 

is similar to alligator crack 

• Not pavement, when the image is not pavement 

 

Figure 15. Labeling image patches into cracked or not cracked. 
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Figure 16. Data points on the Route 28. 

Figure 17 shows samples of images of the five classes. An interactive tool was developed 

in MATLAB and used to speed up the labeling process and minimize the human error (see Fig-

ure 18). For each image, the MATLAB program starts from the top-left corner the image and one 

by one draws a red rectangular around border of each patch. The user can zoom on the image to 

observe more details. Also, a magnified view of the current patch is also plotted alongside of the 

whole image to help the user decide which category best classifies the pavement conditions of 
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the presented patch. Each patch was labeled with an integer number (0, 1, 2, 3, 5) cracks condi-

tions.  By pressing each of these numbers on the keyboard the selected number is stored and the 

red rectangular slides to the next patch. After labeling all the patches in an image, the MATLAB 

program shows the entire image with the selected labels for all patches in order to allow the user 

to double check the labels (see Figure 19). Patches are then color coded to help spot errors in the 

labeling. The user will be asked to rate their level of certainty about their selections. In this 

study, two civil engineering graduate students to perform the labeling process. Each student was 

given the same instructions, data, and MATLAB program for labeling the data. In addition, to 

help them perform the task correctly a relativity long lead time (about a month) was given for the 

labeling process. Based on rough estimates, each student spent around 20-30 hours to complete 

the entire labeling process.  

 

Figure 17. Sample of 5 different classes. 

Not cracked Longitudinal 

crack 

Transverse 

crack 

 

Alligator 

crack 

Not Pavement 
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Figure 18. The interactive program for labeling images. 

 

Figure 19. A color-coded image for double checking the labels. 

After comparing the labels identified by each of the two students, the frequency of mis-

matches for each class are analyzed. Overall 8,546 mismatches were indentified which is around 

12% of the entire data (70,380 patches). This is an important number which is a rough estimate 

of human error in classifying Google Street View images. Figure 20 shows the distribution of the 
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mismatches. In this figure, the number of patches with incongruent labeling is plotted based on 

the different ten possible combinations (C(5, 2)=
5!

(5-2)!2!
=10). Since the number of samples in 

each class is different, the percentage of the discrepancy is presented for each combination of 

mismatches in Figure 21. The highest discrepancies are associated with the longitudinal-alligator 

cracks and transverse-alligator cracks, with percent discrepancies of 22.4% and 13.3%, respec-

tively. In practice many longitudinal and transverse cracks will develop into alligator cracks, and 

based on severity, environmental factor, and other information, the class of the crack can be esti-

mated. Here, the information is limited to one picture which result in high discrepancy. 

 

Figure 20. Distribution of discrepancies between the labels of the two students. 
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Figure 21. Percentage of labeling discrepancies among different classes. 

In this study, the mismatched images are eliminated from the training data set. Figure 22 

shows the number of images reaming in each of the five classes. It appears that in this data set 

that most of the images have no cracks. This is not an unexpected result since Route 28 is an im-

portant highway that has been routinely maintained. Since the labeled data distribution is not bal-

anced; therefore, several techniques will be applied to that help with imbalanced data sets. 

 

Figure 22. Number of samples in each class. 
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 Working with Imbalanced Data 

Most ML models are designed to maximize accuracy and reduce error; therefore, they 

work best when the number of samples in each class are in the same range. The first step in man-

aging imbalanced data is to choose a proper metric for measuring the performance of the model. 

2.4.1. Singular Assessment Metrics 

The most frequently used metrics are accuracy and error rate (1-accuracy). Accuracy is 

defined as the number of correct predictions over the total number of predictions. To illustrate 

the shortcoming of accuracy in working with imbalanced data consider this example: a data set 

with 1,000 samples labeled A and 10 samples labeled B. If a model predicts every samples as A, 

the accuracy of the model is 
1000

1010
=0.99. However, this model is not accurate at predicting B and 

accuracy is not a good metric to measure the performance of the overall model. In this situation, 

metrics such as precision, recall, and Fβ are better metrics to represent the performance of the 

model. For the previous example, both precision and recall for the class B is zero. The formula-

tions of these metrics are as follows [94] 

precision=
TP

TP+FP
 (1) 

recall=
TP

TP+FN
 (2) 

Fβ=(1+β
2)

Precision*Recall

(β
2
*Precision)+Recall

 (3) 

where TP, FP, and FN are true positive, false positive, and false negative, respectively. 

Model performance  is analyzed using the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve 
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[94,95]. By plotting true positive rate (recall) against false positive rate for varying prediction 

threshold, a ROC curve visualizes the ability of the model to discriminate the positive class from 

the rest of the data. False positive rate is defined as:  

 false positive rate  =
TN

TN+FP
 (4) 

ROC plots along with the value of area under the curve (AUC) are a good way to analyze 

the performance of a model, especially for a binary classification.  

2.4.2. Resampling 

One effective technique to help overcome imbalancment in data is resampling, which in-

cludes over-sampling and under-sampling. In over-sampling, samples are collected or synthe-

sized to increase the number of samples in the minority class. In under-sampling, some samples 

are randomly eliminated in the majority class to reduce the number of samples. Figure 23 illus-

trate these resampling concepts. For this study the difference between the number of samples in 

minority and majority class is significant. For example, there are 75 times more samples in not-

cracked class than in the transverse class. By performing under-sampling, a significant portion of 

the labeled data will be removed. Since NN models need large data set to train the model, this 

option is not considered in this study. Additionally, collecting more data is time consuming and 

there is no guarantee that the new data will increase the minority class significantly. Thus, in this 

study more samples were synthesized from the minority classes to increase the number of sam-

ples.   
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Figure 23. Over-sampling and under-sampling techniques to overcome data imbalancement [96]. 

There are several methods to synthesize new images from a minority class [97–101]. 

Typically, in these methods the original image is transformed with a combination of affine trans-

formations to generate a new image. In this process, the arrangement or the values of pixels in 

the new image is slightly changed, without losing the important features of the original image. 

Some of these methods are flipping, rotating, scaling, cropping, translating, shearing, zooming, 

distorting, shading with a hue, and applying gaussian noise. Since the color of most of images 

are close to gray, changing the hue will not generate a new image. Cropping and translating, may 

remove a crack from the image. The GSV images are highly noisy and adding more noise to the 

images could reduce the performance of the classifier. Thus, a combination of shearing, rotating, 

and flipping (on both side) is used to generate new images. Figure 24 shows a sample set of the 

generated images based on the original image. 
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Original V flip and shear H and V flip Rotate 

    
H flip and shear H and V flip and shear H and V flip and rotate H flip and shearing 

Figure 24. A sample of synthesized images (H: horizontal, V: vertical). 

2.4.3. Adjusting Class Weights 

Another method for mitigating imbalanced data is to consider class weights. By consider-

ing higher weights for minority class more value is placed on these samples, and if the predicted 

value is not correct the cost function will get more penalized.  

 Data Visualization 

One of the effective ways of understanding the important features of a dataset is to repre-

sent the data in a graphical form. Data visualization can help in understating difficult concepts 

and discovering new patterns. While there are many ways to visualize structured data with a lim-

ited number of variables, visualization of unstructured data remains a challenging problem. In 
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this study, the database is a set of images. Although an image is a graphical representation by it-

self, considering thousands of images in a data set requires an effective method to visualize the 

image data set.  One way to plot image data in a graph is to consider each image as a high dimen-

sional vector. Each pixel value is a variable in the vector. Using this method, if the images only 

consisted of three pixels, one can plot them in the conventional 3D cartesian system. However, in 

reality the number of pixels is much higher than three, so the dimensions of the data need to be 

reduced. There are different ways to reduce dimensionality. In this study, the Principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the dimensionality of the data while minimizing infor-

mation loss by projecting the data on its principal components (eigenvectors) [102]. This method 

allows us to visualize the image data set in a cartesian system.  

 In Figure 25, a sample of the first image data set (binary classification images) is plotted. 

Each point in the figure is a 200×200 pixels gray image where the dimensionality has been re-

duced from 40,000 dimensions to two dimensions. For this data, first and second principal com-

ponents explain 36.4% and 5.6% of the variation in the data. It can be seen in Figure 25 that the 

points with colored cyan and red are mix together and there is no clear pattern to classify the 

points. In Figure 26, a sample of the second image data set is plotted where all three cracked 

classes in the dataset are combined to form a general class for cracked images, and the not pave-

ment class is excluded. Based on these results, the multiclass data with 5 classes are changed to a 

binary class data set containing only with cracked and not cracked. In this data set, the images 

are 250×250 pixels, and the overall dimensionality of gray images is 62,500. For this data, first 

and second principal components explain 62.4% and 5.9% of the variation in the data which is 

higher than the first data set. The reason for the higher values is the variation in collecting the 
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data. In the first data set, images were collected from different roads and with different features; 

however, the second data set is collected from one specific roadway. Thus, the variation of data 

in the first data set is higher and the first principal component is only able explain 36.4% of the 

variation. Similar to the binary classification shown Figure 25, in the Figure 26 points are mixed 

together and there is no clear pattern to classify the points. By training a DL model, the model 

learns how to transform (represent) the data into a new space that the classifier can effectively 

classifies the data.  

Figure 28 shows a visualization of a sample (same number of points in each class) of the 

second image data set. For this data, first, second, and third principal components explain 64.8%, 

8.3%, and 3.6% of the variation in the data. Figure 28 shows the same data in a 3D graph with 

three principal components as the axes. As expected, there is no clear pattern in the points, and a 

DL model is needed to learn the complicated patterns in the image data set. 

 Image Pre-processing 

Since the GSV images are captured in different times of year and in different hours, the 

color and the luminosity of images may have drastic change. Time of day and the color of as-

phalt are some features that should not affect the classification results. Additionally, for optimi-

zation and stability considerations, the dataset is normalized such that the mean value of each im-

age would be equal to zero. The mean value is calculated across the whole image and subtracted 

from each pixel value. 
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Figure 25. Visualizing 1,024 images of the first data set (with two classes). 

 

Figure 26. Visualizing 1024 images of the second data set (with two classes). 
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Figure 27. Visualizing 1,024 images of the second data set (0: alligator crack, 1: not pavement, 2: 

longitudinal crack, 3: transverse crack, 4: no crack). 

 

Figure 28. Visualizing 1,024 images of the second data set with three principal components. 
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3. Chapter 3 

Deep Learning 

Today, many aspects of modern society are enabled by ML methods. A massive amount 

of data is being constantly generated (see Figure 29), and this amount will become even larger in 

the future. A large portion of the available data (80%-90%) is not structured enough for most 

tasks (unstructured data). Traditional ML methods (such as logistic regression, support vector 

machine, decision tree, and k-nearest neighbors) were limited in their ability to process unstruc-

tured data. For decades, building a ML system required careful engineering and considerable do-

main expertise to transform the unstructured data (such as the pixel values of an image) into a 

suitable internal representation from which the ML algorithm could perform a task on the input 

data [61]. Representation learning is a set of methods that allows a machine to explore unstruc-

tured data and to automatically discover the representations needed to perform a specific task. 

DL algorithms are representation learning methods with multiple levels of representation [61]. 

This happens by combining simple but non-linear units that each transforms the input from one 

representation into another representation at slightly more abstract level. With the arrangement 

of enough such units, very complex functions can be learned [61]. Therefore, DL has gained a 

growing interest among many researchers in different fields. In this study, these new technolo-

gies are utilized to solve a challenging problem in civil engineering. In this section, the funda-

mental concepts in DL are discussed and different building blocks are presented that are required 

to build an effective DL model. From these concepts and tools, a model is developed for crack 

classification in asphalt pavements. 
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Figure 29. An estimation generated data by few companies [103]. 

 History of Deep Learning 

In the early days of making machines intelligent, the field of artificial intelligence (AI) 

rapidly attempted to solve problems that were intellectually difficult for a human; problems de-

fined by a of list of formal and mathematical rules, but relatively straight-forward for machine 

computation. The true challenge to AI is in solving tasks that are easy for a human, tasks that are 

intuitive, but difficult to describe in a formal machine language [104]. DL is a powerful approach 

to solve these challenges. DL not only attempts to discover the mapping from data representation 

to the output but also to learn the representation itself  [104].  

The term “artificial neural network” or “neural network” have been used interchangeably 

with DL since some of the earliest learning algorithms were intended to be models of how learn-

ing happens in the brain. In the early 1960s, Rosenblatt popularized neural network (NN) by de-

scribing many different kinds of perceptron networks [105]. Later in 1969, Minsky and Papert 

analyzed the limitations of perceptrons [106]. Many people overgeneralized these limitations to 

all NN models which led to a major drop in NN popularity. Many methods in DL were devel-

Company Size of daily processed data  

eBay 100 PB* 

Google 100 PB 

Facebook 30+ PB 

Twitter 0.1 PB 

Spotify 0.064 PB 
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oped between 1980s–1990s, such as the long short-term memory [38] and back-propagation al-

gorithm [39]. In mid-1990s, the AI community began to make unrealistic claims, which led to 

disappointments when AI research did not satisfy these unreasonable expectations. Simultane-

ously, other fields of ML such as Kernel machines and graphical models achieved good results 

on many important problems. These two factors led to another decline in the popularity of NN 

that lasted up until 2007 [104]. In 2006, Hinton et al. showed that deep belief network could be 

efficiently trained using greedy layer-wise pretraining [107]. Other researchers implement the 

same strategy to train other kinds of deep networks [108,109]. These studies helped bring DL out 

of dormancy. Today, by outperforming other ML methods in many AI challenges, DL has placed 

itself among the most successful methods in supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learn-

ing.  

 Machine Learning 

Since DL is a part of a broader family of ML methods, it is necessary to discuss some of 

the fundamental concepts in ML. The algorithms and models in ML have been used in many 

fields, and thus, there are multiple definition of ML. The term “machine learning” was coined in 

1959 [110], and it can be defined as the scientific study of algorithms and statistical models that 

computer systems use to perform specific tasks by learning from experience (data) [111]. Learn-

ing from data is used in situations where there is a pattern in the data, and an analytical solution 

does not exist or is too complicated to be derived. In these situations, ML provides some tools to 

explore the data and learn the pattern. ML problems are often categorized in three general clas-

ses: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning (see Figure 30).  
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In supervised learning, an algorithm learns from a set of data (learning set) that contains 

both the inputs and the outputs and builds a mathematical model for estimating a desired output 

for a new input (test set). For instance, if the task were determining whether an image contained 

a particular object, the training data would include images with and without that object (the in-

put), and each image would have a label (the output) entitling whether it contained the object or 

not[111]. In contrast, unsupervised learning methods are used when the outputs are not available. 

Unsupervised learning studies how systems can infer a function to describe a hidden structure 

from unlabeled data. Reinforcement learning is a type of ML technique that enables a software 

agent to learn in an interactive environment by trial-and-error using feedback from its own ac-

tions and experiences. The agent automatically determines the ideal behavior within a specific 

context to maximize its performance.  

 

Figure 30. Different categories of ML problems [112]. 
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 What is learning? 

Traditional statistical frameworks explain many aspects of learning algorithms, and pro-

vides mathematical proves for the feasibility of learning [113,114]. Shai Shalev-Shwartz and 

Shai Ben-David [115] presented examples to explain the basics of the learning process and some 

of the most fundamental issues in ML. The first example is how rats learn to avoid poisonous 

food. Rats, when they encounter a new food with a new look and smell, will first eat very small 

amount of the food and will process the physiological effect of it. If the food results a negative 

effect the new food will be associated with the illness, and the rats will avoid the food. The ani-

mal used experience to detect a safe food. If the experience was negatively labeled, the animal 

predicts that it will also have a negative effect. Now, consider writing a program to detect spam 

emails. A naive solution is to memorize all previous spam emails labeled by user, and when a 

new email arrives the machine will search the spam set to find a match. If there is a match the 

new email is a spam, otherwise it will be moved to the inbox folder. While learning by memori-

zation is sometimes useful, it lacks an important aspect of learning – the ability to generalize. A 

successful intelligent learner should be able to achieve a broader generalization from individual 

examples. The ability to generalize, in that sense, refers to the abstract term of intelligence. One 

of the factors that makes humans more intelligent than other animals is their exceptional ability 

to generalize. Humans, as young as two years old, have the capacity to appreciate features in one 

object and to generalize it to other instances. For example, a child who has been showed a pic-

ture of a real elephant, can easily identify the abstract image of an elephant, although the two 

pictures were substantially different (see Figure 31). 
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Figure 31. Concept of generalization and intelligence. 

Another issue arises when the learner has a false conclusion. Pigeon superstition experi-

ments by Skinner is a good example to illustrate this concept [116]. Skinner placed a series of 

hungry pigeons in a cage attached to an automatic machine that delivered food to the pigeon “at 

regular intervals with no reference whatsoever to the bird's behavior.” He discovered that the pi-

geons associated the delivery of the food with whatever chance actions they had been performing 

as it was delivered, and they subsequently continued to perform these same actions. “One bird 

was conditioned to turn counter-clockwise about the cage, making two or three turns between re-

inforcements. Another repeatedly thrust its head into one of the upper corners of the cage. A 

third developed a 'tossing' response, as if placing its head beneath an invisible bar and lifting it 

repeatedly. Two birds developed a pendulum motion of the head and body, in which the head 

was extended forward and swung from right to left with a sharp movement followed by a some-

what slower return” [117]. While humans rely on common sense to filter out random meaning-

less learning conclusions or patterns, well defined principles are needed to guide a machine out 

of reaching meaningless conclusions in the learning process. In other words, a algorithm should 

I can generalize! 
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be able to learn the pattern in the data while ignores the pattern in the noise. Bias and variance 

are two concepts that help to reach this goal.  

 Bias-Variance Tradeoff 

The goal of a learning model is to find a function f̂(x) that approximates a target function 

f(x) as well as possible. If the available data has zero mean noise with variance σ2 (irreducible 

error), for real-valued targets and using mean squared error, expected error on an unseen sample 

(x, y) can be decomposed as follow: 

E [(y-f̂(x))
2

] = (E[f̂(x)]-f(x))
2

+E[f̂(x)2]-E[f̂(x)]
2
+σ2 (4) 

The left side of the equation is the expected error between the hypothesis f̂(x) and the tar-

get values. In the learning process the expected error will be minimized. The right side of the 

equation consist of three parts, bias (E[f̂(x)]-f(x))
2

, variance E[f̂(x)2]-E[f̂(x)]
2
, and irreducible 

noise. Figures 32 and  33 illustrate the concept of bias and variance. High bias in a model indi-

cates that it is diverging from the target like the superstitious pigeons who have learned patterns 

that are far from the target. Low bias is the symptoms of a too simplistic model. High variance 

indicates that the model is unstable, and instead of learning the general patterns, memorizes each 

data points which is a symptom of a model that is too complex. 
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 Figure 32. Bias and variance illustration. 

 

Figure 33. Bias and variance tradeoff [118]. 
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As mentioned in the previous subsections, the purpose of learning from experience is to 

learn to generalize. By increasing the complexity of a model, more sample are needed to effec-

tively introduce a function that can generalize well. Having over complex models will lead to 

high variance and over-fitting. Such models will not generalize well and will have low perfor-

mance in during testing. On the other hand, a model which is too simple for a given data set, 

does not have the ability to learn the complex structures that might be represented in the training 

data. The amount of available data that one can use is a critical factor for choosing the complex-

ity of a model. To illustrate this point, consider the following example [113]. Assume that the 

target function is f(x)= sin(πx), and just two data points are given for training the model and ap-

proximating the function. Next, consider two models with different complexities, constant (ℋ0) 

and linear (ℋ1). Here the question is which of these two models will provide a better approxima-

tion based on the given data. Depending on where the two points are located, different models 

can be proposed. Figure 34 shows two of the possible models. Considering the possibility of the 

two points anywhere on the target function, a set of hypotheses can be generated for constant and 

linear models (see Figures 35 and 36  where g̅(x)=E[f̂(x)]). To compare the two model, bias and 

variance values are calculated and shown in Figure 37. It can be observed that the bias of the lin-

ear model is less than constant model, but its variance is significantly larger. Thus, the constant 

model is a better model for approximating the sinusoidal function given two data points. This 

may sound counterintuitive, since the linear model is better for approximating the sinusoidal 

function; however, when the number of given training data points is limited to two points, the 

linear model overfit the data and consequently result is higher level error. By increasing the num-

ber of data points the linear model becomes outperforms the constant model.  
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The notion of using the simplest model come from the famous principle of  Occam's ra-

zor, which states: that “among competing hypotheses, the simplest is the best” [119]. One of the 

methods that reduces the complexity of a model and the variance is regularization. Regulariza-

tion put some extra constraints on the parameters of the model and, consequently, reduces the 

complexity of the model. There are different ways of applying regularization: early stopping, L1 

regularization, L2 regularization, elastic net, max norm, and dropout are some of the methods 

that have a regulatory effect [120]. In this study, the L2 and dropout regularizations are imple-

mented.  

  

Figure 34. Approximating the sinusoidal function based on two learning data points  [113]. 
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Figure 35. Constant approximation of the target function based  

on two learning data points  [113]. 

 

Figure 36. Linear approximation of the target function based  

on two learning data points  [113]. 

 

Figure 37. Bias and variance of constant and linear model [113]. 
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 Interpretation vs. Performance 

Although the primary interest of most practical ML examples is to improve the model 

performance, a secondary interest may be to interpret the model and understand why the model 

works. For instance, in the case of choosing treatment therapies for a cancer patient, the doctor 

and the patient might like to discuss other factors such as potential side effects and survival rates. 

In this case, not being able to interpret the model may be considered as unethical. The unfortu-

nate reality is that in a quest to have higher performance, the complexity of the resulting models 

increase and their interpretability becomes challenging [121]. In most of the real-word problems 

the primary goal is to have a better prediction; therefore, if a complex model can be validated, 

the interpretability will be sacrificed.  

 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

In this section, the basic concepts of NNs are presented, then different components of 

CNNs are discussed, and the advantages of each architecture are explained. Figure 38 shows a 

typical NN where an input i is a single vector of the features xk. The input is fed into a sequence 

of hidden layers to predict an output ŷ. Each hidden layer consists of a set of nodes (neurons) 

where each node is fully connected to all nodes in the previous and next layers. Each node in a 

layer functions independently and does not share any information with other nodes. At each 

node, the output of the previous layer ak

[l-1]
 is multiplied by a weight ωjk

[l]
 and added to a bias term 

bj
[l]

. Then, the result is fed to an activation function g[l] to determine the output of the node aj

[l]
. 

The general formulation for output of each node is  
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aj

[l]
=g[l] (∑ ωjk

[l]
ak

[l-1]

k

+bj
[l]
) (5) 

where a[0] is the input vector. In this example, the last fully-connected layer a[3] is called the 

“output layer”, and in classification problems it represents the class probabilities. Both the 

weights ωjk

[l]
and the bias terms  bj

[l]
are the parameters of the model that are determined during 

training. 

 

Figure 38. A typical Neural Network with two hidden layers. 

3.6.1. Working with Digital Images 

To process a digital image with a typical network a tensor with the order of 3 (a matrix 

with 3 channels) is converted to a tensor with the order of one (a vector). For instance, an image 

with 100×100 pixel resolution and 3 channels (red, green, and blue) turns to a vector with 30,000 

elements. Each element is an input feature or variable. For building the NN model, 30,000 
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weight parameters would be required for each node in the first layer of the network. It follows 

that the number of parameters will increase when using larger images or by adding extra nodes to 

the first layer. This framework is not an efficient way of developing NN models for images. A 

CNN is another class of NN that takes advantage of the shape of the inputs and designs an archi-

tecture that uses the weights more efficiently. CNNs leverages two important ideas to help im-

prove the performance of the network: sparse interactions and parameter sharing.  

In a typical NN, every output unit aj

[l]
 interacts with every input unit ak

[l-1]
; however, 

CNNs typically have sparse interactions. This is accomplished by choosing a smaller filter size 

than the input. For instance, the input image might have thousands of pixels, but  small, mean-

ingful features such as edges can be detected with filters that sample only tens or hundreds of 

pixels. This reduces both the number network parameters and the required memory while im-

proving statistical efficiency [104]. Unlike a traditional NN where weights are used exactly once 

in one forward pass, in CNNs, weights apply to different part of an input (parameter sharing) 

[104]. This strategy is based on the reasonable assumption that if a filter (feature detector) is use-

ful in one part of an image, then it may also be useful in a different part of the image.  

A deep CNN architecture is developed by assembling (stacking) several layers, such as 

input, convolution, pooling, fully connected, and output layers. There are other techniques such 

as a dropout layer that that can enhance performance and avoid overfitting of the data. Details on 

each of the layers and their configuration in the CNN are explained in the following sections. 
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3.6.2. Convolution Layers 

In CNNs the main computational elements are the convolution layers. Each convolutional 

block includes a set of filters with learnable weights. These filters convolve with the output of 

the previous layer and search for a useful pattern or feature in the entire image. The network de-

signs each filter in a way that minimizes an error function (objective function). A convolution 

operation in a CNN is the same as the cross-correlation operation (convolution operation with-

out flipping the filter) in 2D signal processing (image processing). Figure 39 illustrates the con-

volution operation on a 2D image I of 5×5 pixels, with a filter K of size 3×3 pixels. The result of 

the convolution operation when passing the filter one pixel in each step to compute the next pixel 

in the output (which is called stride of one), is smaller than the input image. To have consistent 

size, a zero-padding technique is used on the edges of the input (see Figure 39). The result of the 

convolution operation is added to a bias b and passed through an activation function a to com-

pute the output of the convolutional layer. The formula of the convolutional layer Conv(I, K)xy  

for a pixel in (x, y) coordinate is 

Conv(I,K)
xy

=a (b+ ∑∑∑ Kijk* Ix+i-1,y+j-1,k

d

k=1

w

j=1

h

i=1

) (6) 

where h and w are the size of the filter and d is the number of channels in the input. 
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Figure 39. Convolution operation in CNN. 

3.6.3. Activation Function 

To introduce nonlinearity, a nonlinear activation function should be implemented in the 

network. Figure 40 shows three common activation functions used in DL. In the early days of 

DL, the sigmoid function was very popular but now the tanh function has been shown to have 

better performance [122]. One drawback of these two functions is that they saturate at the tail of 

the function and the gradient at these regions is almost zero which significantly slows down the 

learning process when a gradient based optimizer is used. In the last few years, the rectified lin-

ear unit (ReLU) function (a non-saturating function) has become very popular. Using the ReLU 

function has been shown to improve the performance of the network [123,124]. In this study, the 

ReLU function is used for all activation functions except for the activation of the last layer of the 

network. To classify the input data, a softmax activation function will be used in the last layer of 

the CNN network. The softmax function si(x⃗ ) for class i which returns the probabilities of the 

input belonging to each of the classes is given as 
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si(x⃗ )=
exi

∑ exj2
j=1

  (7) 

 

Figure 40. Common activation functions in DL. 

3.6.4. Pooling Layers 

CNNs typically use pooling layers to reduce the size of the input layers which will speed 

up the computation and increase the robustness of feature detection. Among different pooling op-

tions, max-pooling and average-pooling are common in DL. Max-pooling has been shown to be 

vastly superior for image-like data [125]. In this study, all the pooling layers are max-pooling un-

less otherwise stated. Figure 41 illustrates the max-pooling mechanism using a 2×2 window and 

stride of 2. As shown in the figure, the maximum value is selected within the 2×2 window as it 

passes through the input data. The 2×2 window shifts by two pixels, and the process is repeated 

over the whole input. By performing this operation, the size of the input data is reduced (in this 

example, the output data is half the size of the input data).  
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Figure 41. Max pooling mechanism [126]. 

3.6.5. Dropout  

Dropout is a technique that helps to prevent overfitting and provides a way of combining 

many different neural network architectures [127]. The term “dropout” refers to randomly drop-

ping out neurons in a NN. Figure 42 shows how dropped-out neurons are temporarily removed 

from the network, along with all their incoming and outgoing connections. In this study, dropout 

will be implemented at each fully connected layer using the recommended probability of 0.5 

[127].  

 

Standard NN                                       (b) After applying dropout 

Figure 42. Dropout Neural Net Model. (a) Standard neural net with 2 hidden layers. (b) An ex-

ample of applying dropout. Crossed units have been dropped [127]. 
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3.6.6. Cost Function 

The main objective of training a CNN is to find a set of weights and biases (parameters) 

which minimizes the error between prediction and the actual value. A loss function is defined to 

quantitively measure the error.  Here, categorical cross entropy (Equation 8) will be used as the 

loss function Li  to estimate the difference between the true class y and the probability distribu-

tion of predicted class ŷ for one image. The probability distribution of the predicted class is cal-

culated by softmax function. 

Li( ŷ
i
,y

i
)= ∑ -y

i
ln ŷ

i

k

i=1

 (8) 

It is typical to use one-hot encoding for introducing the image labels to the network. For 

example, to encode binary classification, (0, 1) and (1, 0) are used for class one and two. The 

output of the network is the probability of each class, (ŷ
1
, ŷ

2
). For instance, with this definition, 

the output of (0.3, 0.7) for an image means that 30% chance the image is class one and %70 

chance the image is class two. Assuming the actual class is one, the loss value for this example 

based on Equation (8) is 0.36 (-0* ln(0.3) -1*ln(0.7)). For the same example, a bad prediction 

such as (0.6, 0.4) will result in a loss value of 0.92 and for a good prediction such as (0.05, 0.95) 

the loss is 0.05. The cost function which is the average of the loss function applied to all images 

(N is the number of images) is  

Cost=
1

N
∑ Li( ŷ

i
,y

i
)

N

i

 (9) 
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To apply regularization in the model, the L2 regularization formula, which defines as the 

sum of the squares of the feature weights, is added to the cost function with an associated coeffi-

cient.  

3.6.7. Optimization 

In general, the learning problem is an optimization problem. The objective of the optimi-

zation is to find the best parameters (weights and biases) that minimizes the cost function. For 

large NNs there is no closed form optimization solution, so the optimization problem is solved 

with iterative algorithms that use a variety of methods, such as gradient descent. The search 

space of a common NN is non-convex, and it is reasonable to use a variation of a stochastic gra-

dient descent algorithm. The proposed CNNs will have millions of parameters that need to be ad-

justed to minimize the cost function. In this study, the Adam (derived from adaptive moment es-

timation) algorithm is utilized to minimize the cost function. Adam is an algorithm for first-order 

gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions. This optimization algorithm is 

computationally efficient, has little memory requirements, is invariant to diagonal rescaling of 

the gradients, and is well suited for non-convex optimization problems in ML that are large in 

terms of data and/or parameters [128,129]. Thus, Adam optimizer is implemented as the optimi-

zation algorithm in the training phase [128,130]. Since a gradient based optimizer is being used, 

calculations are required for the gradient of the learning parameters. Backpropagation is an effec-

tive algorithm for calculating the gradients of the parameters using a recursive application of the 

chain rule along with a computational graph. After each forward pass through the network, the 
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cost function is calculated. Based on the value of the cost and the inputs, derivatives of the learn-

ing parameters are calculated using back propagation. These derivatives are used in the Adam 

optimizer to update the learning parameters. 

Vectorization increase the computational parallelism which results in faster computation 

when using graphics processing unit (GPU) processors. However, training on a large data set not 

only requires a large amount of memory for vectorization, it slows down the computation. To 

solve the issue, the training data is split into smaller mini-batches [131]. While the use of large 

mini-batches increases the available computational parallelism, small batch training has been 

shown to provide improved generalization performance and allows for a significantly smaller 

memory footprint, which might also be exploited to improve machine throughput [132]. Masters 

and Luschi showed that smaller mini-batch sizes provide more up-to-date gradient calculations, 

which yields more stable and reliable training [132]. Thus, this study will use mini-batches of 32 

images (N in Equation (9) will be 32 instead of number of all images).  

 The Overall CNN Architectures 

There are different ways of assembling convolutional layers to build a CNN model. The 

most straightforward way of improving the performance of a network is to increase the size of 

the network by increasing the depth (number of layers) and width (number of neurons) of the 

network [133]. However, a larger network typically requires not only more computational re-

sources, but also increases the number of parameters which makes the network more prone to 

overfitting, especially if the number of labeled examples is limited. To deal with these issues re-

searchers have proposed different CNN architectures [62,64,133–143]. Canziani et al. analyzed 
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and compared some of the popular CNN architectures for practical applications [144]. Figure 43 

compares different CNN models for image classification for ImageNet challenge [145]. This 

graph shows the accuracy of the first prediction (Top-1) versus the number of operations and 

number of parameters in the models. In this study, two CNN models were developed based on 

the architectures introduced by the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) [135] and Google Inc. [133]. 

These two architectures are explained in the following sections. 

  

Figure 43. Top-1 accuracy vs. operations (in giga), and size  

of the model (number of parameters) [144]. 

3.7.1. VGG Network 

In 2015, the VGG at University of Oxford proposed several networks and investigated 

the effect of depth of CNNs on their accuracy for a the ImageNet Challenge image classification 

problem [135]. VGG examined six CNNs with different depths (number of layers). Instead of us-

ing relatively large filter sizes (receptive fields), they used small 3×3 receptive fields throughout 
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the whole network. They showed that stacking two or three 3×3 convolutional layers (without 

pooling layer in between) has an effective receptive field of 5×5 and 7×7 which makes the net-

work more flexible and discriminative while decreases the number of parameters. This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 44. Applying a 5×5 filter (with no zero-padding) to a 6×6 pixel image will 

result in a 2×2 output. In this layer one 5×5 filter with 25 parameters is used to generate the re-

sult, and the number of operations is 100 (25*4). Now, instead of one 5×5 filter, the layer is bro-

ken to two layers of applying 3×3 filters. Applying a 3×3 filter to a 6×6 pixel image will result in 

a 4×4 output, and applying another 3×3 filter will result in a 2×2 output. With this method the 

number of parameters is reduced to 18 (2 filter with 9 parameters). The number of operations for 

the second method is 180 (9*16+9*4). In this method, by stacking two layers of 3×3 convolu-

tional layers, the similar effect of a 5×5 convolutional layer is achieved, while the number of pa-

rameters is reduced. VVG also showed that their deepest networks with 16 and 19 weight layers 

achieved the best accuracy. In this study, a network with 16 learnable layers based on VGG-16 is 

designed as shown in the Figure 45. The network has 13 convolutional layers denoted as “conv 

<receptive field size> - <number of channels> - <stride length>”, 5 max pooling layers denoted 

as “maxpool”, and 4 fully connected layers denoted as “FC- <number of nodes>” (the last fully 

connected layer calculates the probability of each class and is not considered as a weighted 

layer). The original VGG-16 presented in [135] has more than 138 million parameters. Since the 

data set in the present study is not large enough to properly train a network with this number of 

parameters, the last layers of the original network are adjusted to reduce the number of parame-

ters to less than 20 million parameters. While this network has a simple structure, it performs 

well in image classification. The number of parameters in each layer along with other details are 
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presented in Appendix 1. For multiclass classification the last layer needs to be adjusted based on 

the number of classes. 

 

Figure 44. The effect of stacking convolutional layers. 
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Figure 45. VGG-16 based model. 
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3.7.2. GoogLeNet 

The core of GoogLeNet architecture is the Inception module [133]. In the Inception mod-

ule, instead of selecting one specific filter size for the convolutional layers, the convolutional 

layer is applied with filter sizes of 1 and 3 and 5 to an input and the results are concatenated to 

build an output of the module. Figure 46 illustrates an example of the concepts of the Inception 

module [146]. Using 1×1 filter size enables the model to change the depth of the output and re-

duces the number of operations. Based on the GoogLeNet architecture (see Figure 47), a network 

is designed by stacking 3 convolutional layers and two pooling layers at the beginning, followed 

by nine inception modules with two pooling layers between Inception modules 2 and 3, and an-

other between 7 and 8. The output of last inception module is a 7×7×1,024 tensor which feeds to 

an average pooling layer and then to a fully connected layer. This network, unlike the VGG net-

work, does not have fully connected layers at the end of the network which reduces the number 

of parameters to 5.4 million parameters. Szegedy et. al modified GoogLeNet architecture by in-

corporating the idea of stacking smaller convolutional layers from VGG group and a technique 

of normalizing output of each layer [147]. They called the new network Inception-V3 (version 3 

of Inception). This network is modified by adding two fully connected layers at the end of the 

Inception-V3 which increased the number of parameters to 30 million. The number of parame-

ters in each layer along with other details of the designed network are presented in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 46. An example of Inception module for an input size of 28×28×256. 

 Transfer Learning 

In the first step of training, the weights in the model need to be initialized. There are dif-

ferent ways for generating the initial values. Since in learning process a gradient based optimizer 

is used, selecting proper initialization can mitigate the chance of exploding or vanishing gradi-

ents [148,149]. Instead of randomly generating the initial weights, it is possible to transfer 

weights from a pretrained network on different data set. In this method the knowledge that has 

been gain through training the model on a large data set can be transferred to the new model. 

This way, the model will have a good starting point for learning. Gao and Mosalam investigated 

this method for image-based structural damage recognition [150].  
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In this study, the weights that are publicly available for image classification models are 

transferred to the model [151].  These weights are the result of training on large image database 

(ImageNet) with more than 14 million images of different objects [145]. Depending on the num-

ber and the nature of an image data set, there are several common methods for implementing 

transfer learning. In one method, after transferring the pretrained weights, the whole model is 

freezed (the learnable weights are disabled) except the last few layers. The model is not changing 

its weights in the freezed layers. This method works well when the number of data points are 

very limited, and they have the same characteristics of the data the model has been pretrained. 

Therefore, with this method the number of learnable parameters are limited to the parameters of 

the few last layers which reduces the chance of overfitting. By getting access to more data more 

layers can be unfreezed. In working with a data set that is very different than the pretrained 

model data set, it is better to train the whole network. In this study, since the nature of the images 

of pavements are drastically different from pictures of objects and animals (ImageNet images) 

the model exhibits a better performance when the whole network considered for training after 

transferring the weights. Thus, the pretrained weights are used as the initial weight for the whole 

network except the last layers which initialized with random weights.  

 Implementation 

Training a DL model is a computationally expensive task and requires a large input data 

set. Additionally, building a complex DL model is challenging to program. Data management, 

computational power, and software framework are three important aspects of implementing a DL 

model. Some of the challenges to developed DL are discussed in the section. 
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3.2.1. Data Management  

In practice, DL models require massive amounts of data for the training process. Storing 

and reading data for large data sets (more than the size of a hard disk) is a challenging problem. 

In this study, the size of the data set is not large enough to raise any practical issues (less than 

500 GB). However, this could easily be a big data problem if this method is implemented to the 

large system of roadways. In general, data is considered to be “big” when it cannot be stored on a 

typical data storage system (typically more than 10 TB). To store GSV images for the 4 million 

miles of road in the US would require 4 PB (4,000 TB) of data storage capacity. In addition to 

the hardware, data management software should be implemented to make parallel writing and 

reading of the data possible.  

3.2.2. Computing Power 

In last decade, there has been a great advancement in the capacity of computing power . 

There are several companies that provide processing units such as Intel, AMD and NVIDIA. In 

the past, the main processing unit for computation was a central processing unit (CPU) which is 

able to carry out the instructions of a computer program by performing basic arithmetic, logic, 

controlling, and input/output (I/O) operations specified by the instructions. IN general, a CPU 

can do any form of computation. A graphic computing unit (GPU) (see Figure 49) is a pro-

cessing unit specially designed and optimized to perform single-instruction-multiple-data opera-

tions needed to display (render) graphics much faster than a regular CPU. In a simple terms, 

GPUs are suitable for processing simple operations in parallel. Most of the operations in DL are 

matrix multiplication which can be easily parallelized. This ability makes the GPU processors 
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much faster in training a deep network. Johnson performed simple experiments on different CNN 

benchmark problems and showed how GPUs can speed up the training process. [152]. Figure 50 

provides a comparative summary of his result. For these benchmark problems, the performance 

of a GPU is 60-70 times faster than a CPU.   

 

Figure 49. A typical graphic computing unit [153]. 

Parallel programming could be challenging to optimize; thus, several GPU companies has 

developed platforms to help this process. CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is an 

extension of the C programming language and was created by NVIDIA to help perform parallel 

computing on NVIDIA GPUs. The NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network library (cuDNN) is a 

GPU-accelerated library of primitives for DL programming. The cuDNN library provides highly 

optimized implementations for many standard layers such as convolution, pooling, normaliza-

tion, and activation [154]. In the comparison showed in Figure 50, network models implementing 

cuDNN showed a speedup of 2 to 3. 
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Figure 50. Comparison of CPU and GPU processing time in DL applications [152]. 

All the computations in this study were performed on a computer system with the follow-

ing configuration: 

CPUs: 2 processors of Intel (R) Xenon (R) Gold 6130 @ 2.10 GHz 

RAM: 64 GB DDR4 

GPU: NVIDIA, Quadro P6000 with 3,840 cores and 24 GB DDR5 

3.2.3. Deep Learning Software Platform 

Implementing a complex DL model can be a time consuming and complicated process. 

The are several software platforms that provide high level abstractions for implementing differ-

ent blocks of a DL model. TensorFlow is an open source software library for high performance 

numerical computation [155]. TensorFlow has a comprehensive, flexible system of tools, librar-

ies, and community resources that allows researcher to easily build their ML and DL models in 

many languages. It also provides a visualization toolkit for inspecting and understanding models 

and their performance. Keras is an open-source high-level DL API that uses TensorFlow as the 
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backend. Keras is written in Python programming language, and allows for easy and fast proto-

typing of complex DL  models for researchers and practitioners [156].  
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4. Chapter 4 

Vision-Based Pavement Crack Detection 

The objective of this study is to provide an economical, reliable, and accurate automated 

system for identifying and classifying cracks in pavements. In this study GSV is used as a source 

of locating and extracting images of pavements. Each image extracted from GSV is split into a 

series of small patches and examined as whether it displays a crack in the pavement. Since these 

GSV images are low resolution and are contaminated with significant levels of noise, a DL 

model is implemented to analyze these patches for cracks. Results of the DL model should pro-

vide information like a pavement condition index [149]. Two experiments were designed to in-

vestigate the proposed method. In the first experiment, a binary classification problem was de-

signed to identify whether a patch had a crack or not. In the second experiment, the problem is 

extended to a multiclass classification to identify not only if a patch has a crack, but the type of 

the crack. In this section, the result of these two experiments are discussed and validated. 

 GSV Images for Crack Detection 

One of the fundamental questions in this study was the feasibility of using GSV images 

for crack detection on pavement. In attempt to answer this question, the following concerns were 

addressed: first, will GSV images be updated in future to provide the required images? and sec-

ond, will these GSV images provide a good representative of cracks in pavements? 

To answer the first question, an analysis was performed on the sequence intervals Google 

used to capture images. After examining visiting several road sections, no organized pattern was 
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found in the sequence of intervals. However, for high traffic and important roads such as inter-

state highways Google updated their images more frequently than low traffic roads. Figures 51 

and 52 show different GSV images at the same location for different times. With the advances in 

camera devices and the expansion of the GSV project, it highly likely that Google or other com-

panies will continue this imaging project in future.   

  

  

  

Figure 51. GSV images form the same location on I-40 at different times (part one). 
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Figure 52. GSV images form the same location on I-40 at different times (part two). 
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The second question is investigated by considering the crack detection data developed by 

the ARRB Group using their iPAVe survey method [93].  ARRB has a fully automated crack de-

tection system that uses 3D sensors combining lasers and high-speed 3D cameras to provide data 

on the quality and quantity cracks in pavement. In their system, each section of a roadway is di-

vided into segments about 31-37 feet long (sometimes smaller depending on the geometry of the 

road) and then each segment is subdivided into10 cells (each cell is about 3 feet or longer). From 

their survey of the pavement, cracks in each cell are categorized as either longitudinal, trans-

verse, or alligator cracks. The percentage of the crack in a segment was calculated by counting 

the number of cells with cracks divided by the total number of cells. This data was valuable in 

validating the results using GSV images. Although a GSV image and an iPAVe segment are not 

exactly the same size (in average each image covers 33.8 feet of the roads), each GSV image was 

split into a number of patches that closely matched the iPAVe data. Figure 53 shows the distribu-

tion of the cracked cells in 6.5 miles of Route 28 in near Sterling, Virginia. Since the changes 

from one image to another image or from one segment to another segment are drastic, the data 

was averaged, and the curve was smoothed to make the trend more visible. As shown in Figure 

53, there is a high correlation between the iPAVe results and results based on GSV images. 

Some of the dissimilarities can be attributed to differences in pavement coverage contained in the 

GSV images.  

Figures 54, 55, and 56 compare the iPAVe results with data from the GSV images for dif-

ferent types of cracks. It appears that there is a meaningful correlation between the two graphs 

especially for longitudinal and alligator cracks. In Figure 55, although the number of identified 

transverse cracked cells of the GSV images are lower than those based on the iPAVe estimate, 
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the shapes of the graphs are meaningfully correlated. The lower estimate may be attributed to the 

difference in the definition of a transverse crack. Additionally, there is discrepancy in scale of 

the cells and the segments used in iPAVe and the patches and images from GSV.  

 

Figure 53. Comparison of total cracked cells evaluated by  

iPAVe and by GSV images. 

 

Figure 54. Comparison of longitudinal cracked cells evaluated iPAVe and by GSV images. 
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Figure 55. Comparison of transverse cracked cells evaluated by iPAVe and by GSV images. 

 

Figure 56. Comparison of alligator cracked cells evaluated by iPAVe and GSV images. 

 Binary Crack Classification Experiment 

The first experiment is a supervised binary image classification problem designed to de-

termine if there is a crack in a pavement image or not. Two CCN architectures were designed for 

this binary image classification problem. In general, designing an effective deep CNN network is 
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a complex process and requires theoretical and practical knowledge in different fields such as 

statistic, programming, ML, computer engineering, optimization, data science, and computer vi-

sion. There are several hyperparameters of the networks that needs to be determined for each 

specific project (such as number of epochs, learning rate, optimization parameters, number of 

layers, number of nodes, combination of layers, dropout rate, type of regularization, regulariza-

tion rate, batch size, and activation function). These hyperparameters were selected based on nu-

merous try-and-error experiments, recommendations of experts in the field, and data published in 

the current literature. 

The first data set with 48,000 image patches is used to perform the binary classification. 

After cleaning the data from unwanted images, the data set is reduced to 27,000. The data set is 

divided to testing, training, and developing sets each containing 5,000, 17,000, and 5,000 ran-

domly selected images respectively. Since the number of samples in each class is in the same 

range (12,000 not-cracked and 15,000 cracked), accuracy can be considered as a metric to com-

pare performance of the models. 

A VGG-16 model as described in the previous chapter is used to solve the classification 

problem. The model for is trained for 100 epochs. Figure 57 shows the gradual increase of accu-

racy of the model after each epoch. During the first few steps, the accuracy is close to 50% 

which indicate the model is randomly classifying the images. Most like this is due to the fact that 

the model weights were initialized with the pretrained weights from ImageNet problem; how-

ever, after few steps the model reach 90% accuracy in the first epoch. After few epochs the 

model learned from the input data and the accuracy increases. The final accuracy of the model on 

the training set is close to 99.9%, and on the test set it is 98.9%.  
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Figure 57. Accuracy of the model on the leaning set versus each epoch (binary VGG-16). 

Figure 58 shows the color-coded confusion matrix [157] (error matrix) for the binary 

classification based on the VGG-16 model. Each row of the matrix represents the number of in-

stances in a predicted class and each column represents the number of instances in a true class. It 

can be observed that the majority of the data is concentrated at the main diagonal of the matrix 

which are true positive and true negative. The model has only 55 mistakes out of 5,000 patches 

which result in 1.1% error rate. Figure 59 shows some of misclassified patches. The existence 

and nonexistence of crack in most of these patches is very subtle. In some of the images, the im-

age is significantly distorted, and it has lost its continuity. There are some images that were mis-

labeled the data acquisition phase by the human operator (for example, two patches indicated by 

a red border in Figure 59). It is very common to have a level of human error in the data set. 

While the accuracy of the model will increase by reducing the human error, DL models are not 

too sensitive to these errors as long as they are provided with large data set.  
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Figure 58. Confusion matrix for binary classification (C: Cracked, N: Not-cracked) (VGG-16). 

Not cracked images classified as cracked 

     

     
Cracked images classified as not cracked 

     

     
 

Figure 59. A sample of misclassified images. 
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Table 1 lists a summary of the performance of the VVG-16 model. In the test data set, 

2,817 of the images are not-cracked and 2,181 images are cracked. The model has a high perfor-

mance based on the values of different metrics. The number of false negative and false positive 

or recall and precision can be changed by considering different threshold for classification. As 

mentioned in the previous section the output of the SoftMax function is a value between zero and 

one which represent the probability of each class. It is typical to consider 0.5 as a threshold for 

binary classification; however, for some applications it is important to minimize the false posi-

tive as much as possible. In these situations, a threshold other than 0.5 can be selected to meet 

the need. ROC curves can be useful to choose a proper threshold based on the true positive and 

false positive rates. Additionally, the area under the ROC curve is helpful metric when compar-

ing the performance of models. Figure 59 shows the ROC curve for the VGG-16 model. In this 

study, the goal is to minimize both false positive and false negative to provide a fair evaluation 

of a road. Thus, the threshold of 0.5 is selected. The AUC value is a good indicator of the perfor-

mance of the model, and it is typically used for comparing two models. The AUC for VGG-16 

model is close to one which is an indication of high performance. 

Table 1. Summary of the performance of the binary classification (VGG-16). 
 

Precision Recall F1-Score # of images 

Not cracked 0.99 0.99 0.99 2,817 

Cracked 0.98 0.99 0.99 2,181 

Overall 0.99 0.99 0.99 4,998 
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Figure 59. ROC for binary classification (VGG-16). 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, DL is a representational learning algorithm. In Fig-

ure 60, the output of the second fully connected layer with 2,048 neurons is visualized for the 

same images presented in Figure 25.  PCA is used to reduce 2,048 dimensions to 3 dimensions to 

show the points in a 3D graph. Each axes of the graph represent a principal component. The first 

three principal components describe 99.7%, 0.28%, and 0.02% of the variation in the data. As 

originally shown in Figure 25, there was no detectable pattern to distinguish the two classes. Us-

ing DL, the VGG-16 model has learned to present the data in a space that a simple classifier can 

easily categorize the images. In Figure 60, it can be seen that after representing the data into the 

new space, there is a distinguishable pattern that can be defined by a simple function.   
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Figure 60. Visualizing 1,024 images of the first data set in a transformed space. 

For comparison, the Inception model presented in the previous chapter is applied to  to 

the binary image classification problem., After 100 epochs of training, the accuracy of the Incep-

tion model on the test data set is 97.2%. Table 2 lists a summary of the performance of the model 

and shows lower performance metrics when compared to the VGG-16. Figure 61 shows the ROC 

graphs for inception model. The AUC value showed at the bottom of the figure indicates the per-

formance of the model. By comparing the results of VGG-16 and Inception model, it can be con-

cluded that VGG-16 model significantly out performs the Inception model when solving this 
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classification problem. Although Inception architects has been shown to have a great perfor-

mance in image classification, when considering the nature and number of the images in this 

problem, the complexity of the Inception architecture lead to the model overfitting the data. It is 

worth mentioning that by adjusting the hyperparameters of the Inception model, the performance 

may improve. However, since transfer learning from the pretrained model on ImageNet was uti-

lized in this study, changing some the hyperparameters of the network associated with the con-

figuration of the layers was not possible.  

Table 2. Summary of the performance of the binary classification (Inception). 
 

Precision Recall F1-Score # of images 

Not cracked 0.96 0.98 0.97 2,817 

Cracked 0.97 0.95 0.96 2,181 

Overall 0.96 0.96 0.96 4,998 
 

 

Figure 61. ROC for binary classification (Inception). 
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Figure 62 shows a sample of 4 images analyzed by the VGG-16 model. The patches col-

ored green indicate correctly identified cracked images (true positive), red patches are false nega-

tives, yellow patches are false positives, and patches with no color are true negatives (images 

that correctly identified as not cracked).  

 

Figure 62. An example of binary crack classification. 

 Multi-crack classification experiment 

The second experiment is a supervised multiclass classification on the second data set. In 

this experiment, a classifier is designed to identify 5 classes typically used to categorize pave-

ments:  alligator crack (A); longitudinal crack (L); transverse crack (T); not cracked (N); not 

pavement (C). Since the VGG-16 model in the previous experiment had a better performance, 

the same network is modified to be used for multiclass image classification. The second data set 

has around 75,000 image patches of 250×250 pixels. Two graduate students labeled the data and 

due to discrepancies between the labels 8,546 of the images were removed to develop a con-

sistent data set. For this subset, 12,332 images are considered for testing, 37,170 images for 

training, and 12,332 images for validation. Since the number of images in each of the five classes 

was different, the up-sampling method was applied to the data. Since the N class constitutes the 

majority of the data, the number of samples for each of the other classes is increased to 10,000 
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images. In addition, a weight proportion is applied to provide more value to samples in the mi-

nority classes. Figure 63 shows the accuracy of the VVG-16 model after each epoch of training. 

The final accuracy on the training set is 99% and on the testing set is 97.2%.  

 

Figure 63. Accuracy of the model on the leaning set versus each step (multiclass VGG-16). 

As discussed before, accuracy is not a good metric for evaluating the performance of 

models using highly imbalanced data. ROC curves are typically plotted for binary classification; 

however, they become too complicated for evaluating the performance of multiclassification 

models. Figure 64 shows the color-coded confusion matrix for the crack classification. It can be 

seen that most of the images are concentrated at the main diagonal of the matrix which represent 

a correct classification. In addition, this figure illustrates that the classifier can successfully dis-

tinguish between images from the N and C classes. From the 1,589 patches of images of the C 

class, 38 samples are incorrectly classified as N and 1,551 sample correctly classified. There is 

no instance of misclassifying a C class as one of the classes of cracked images, and there is only 
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one example of misclassifying a L crack as a C image. In order to better visualize the perfor-

mance on the three cracked classes, the confusion matrix related to these classes is isolated in a 

separate figure (see Figure 65). It can be seen from this figure that the most misclassified images 

are L images classified in the A class. There are two reasons for these misclassifications. First, as 

it is showed in Figure 20 and 21, there is a large discrepancy in labeling longitudinal cracks to 

alligator crack and vice versa. Although the mislabeled images were removed from the test and 

training data, there may have been addition images that were mislabeled. The second reason is 

the similarity of the two image classes which result in short distances between the images of 

these two classes. The short distance of samples makes it more difficult for the model to classify 

the images correctly. This point will be examined further when an analysis of the PCA figures is 

presented later in this section. 

 

N: Not cracked 

L: Longitudinal crack 

T: Transverse crack 

A: Alligator crack 

C: Not pavement 
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Figure 64. Confusion matrix for multiclass crack classification (5 classes).  

 

Figure 65. Confusion matrix for multiclass crack classification (3 classes). 

Table 3 lists the performance of the VVG-16 model. For this multiclassification model, a 

macro-average metric is computed independently for each class as well as an average where all 

classes are considered equal. A micro-average will aggregate the contributions of all classes to 

compute the average metric (preferred for imbalanced data). In Table 3, it can be seen that all of 

the metrics for both the N and C classes are outstanding. Since these two classes are the majority 

of the test set, micro weighted average values are also high. The lowest performance is associ-

ated with T class and is associated with the  low number of samples in the training set.  

L: Longitudinal crack 

T: Transverse crack 

A: Alligator crack 
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In Chapter 2, the human level error is approximated to be around 12%. Although, one ex-

periment is not statistically significant to have a conclusion on human error rate (which is not the 

aim of this study) this number provides a rough approximation of the level of error that a person 

might have in a similar classification. The error rate of the proposed model is 2.8% which is sig-

nificantly lower than the estimated human error rate. It is worth mentioning that, the graduate 

students who labeled the images had the advantage of looking at each patch in a context of the 

whole image while the model considered each patch out of the context.   

Table 3. Summary of the performance of the multiclass crack classification (VGG-16). 
 

Precision Recall F1-Score # of images 

Not cracked (N) 0.98 0.99 0.99 9,640 

Longitudinal crack (L) 0.86 0.56 0.68 373 

Transverse crack (T) 0.82 0.52 0.63 120 

 Alligator crack (A) 0.86 0.95 0.9 610 

Not pavement (C) 0.98 0.98 0.98 1,589 

Micro Average 0.97 0.97 0.97 12,332 

Macro Average 0.9 0.8 0.84 12,332 

Weighted Average 0.97 0.97 0.97 12,332 
 

 

The power of DL is the ability to learn a correct representation. As illustrated in Figure 

27 and 28 there is no clear pattern in the raw data at the pixel level. In Figures 66 and 67 the 

same 1,024 images are transformed by the network and are represented in a space with 2,048 di-

mensions in the last fully connected layer with 2,048 neurons. PCA is used to plot the trans-

formed images in a 2D and 3D graphs. Each axes of the graph represent a principal component. 

The first three principal components describe 53%, 32%, and 7.4% of the variation in the data. 

Both Figures 66 and 67 show a clear separation of images of each class. The images associated 
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with the C class have a considerable distance from the other points. This distance is due to the 

fact that these images typically have different texture and color. For example, many of the sam-

ples in the C class are patches that include portions of a car which present a very different look 

than other pavement images.  

 

Figure 66. Visualizing 1,024 images of the second data set in a 3D transformed space using 

PCA. 
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Figure 67. Visualizing 1,024 images of the second data set in a 2D transformed space using 

PCA. 

To explore the details of these graphs, 850 of the patches that are in the upper swarm 

(mostly pavement images) are selected and replotted in 2D and 3D PCA graphs (see Figures 68 

and 69).  These graphs show that there is a significant distance between the points associated 

with N class and the other cracked classes. In order to see the patterns in the crack classes, a sub-

set of 300 the data points are selected and replotted in a 2D PCA graph (see Figure 70). In this 
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graph, which is mostly consist of images with cracks, it can be seem the model has learned to 

represent the pixel values into a space where these images can be classified. As it is described in 

the confusion matrix, some of the L images are classified in the A class. This misclassification 

can be observed in the Figure 70 as well, as there is a region where some orange points (L class 

cracks) are mixed with purple points (A class cracks). 

 

Figure 68. Visualizing 850 images of the second data set in a 3D transformed space using PCA. 
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Figure 69. Visualizing 850 images of the second data set in a 2D transformed space using PCA. 

 

Figure 70. Visualizing 300 images of the second data set in a 2D transformed space using PCA. 
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5. Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future work 

 Conclusion 

The importance of pavement evaluation motivates this study to develop a novel technique 

for identifying and classifying cracks in pavement. The developed method provides an efficient 

and economical alternative for evaluating pavement quality on a large scale. In this method 

Google Street View (GSV) technology is used to extract images of pavement. The images were 

divided into small patches to increase the level of accuracy. Based on the GSV image patches, an 

image classification was designed to identify the existence of a crack in a small patch. The exist-

ence of high level of noise in the images lead to use of deep learning (DL) models for image 

classification. Two convolutional neural network (CNN) models were developed for classifying 

the image patches. The available image patches were preprocessed and manually labeled to form 

a supervised learning problem. The labeled patches were divided into training, developing, and 

testing sets. The CNN models were then trained by using developing and training sets and were 

validated on the testing set.  

A comparative investigation is performed on the result of the labeled images from GSV 

with the result from the iPAVe automated crack detection system developed by ARRB for 6.5 

miles of the Route 28 near Sterling, Virginia. By approximately scaling the crack detection on 

GSV images to the results obtained from iPAVe, a highly correlated result in the overall crack 

detection was observed. Although the ARRA did not provide any additional information about 

their crack detection procedure and its level of its accuracy, their data gave enough information 
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to conclude that images of the GSV are great resource for estimating the quality of pavement 

based on crack detection. 

In order to automate the crack detection on GSV images, two experiments were per-

formed with two classes (cracked and not cracked) and five classes (not cracked, longitudinal 

crack, transverse crack, alligator crack, not pavement). In the first experiment, two models were 

developed for solving the image classification problem. The first model was based on VGG-16 

architecture and the second model was based on a version of Inception architecture. For binary 

classification, both types of models showed exceptional accuracy (98.9% for VGG-16 and 97.2% 

for Inception). Considering the low resolution of the images and high level of noise in the im-

ages, these are outstanding results. By plotting the output of the fully connected layer for each 

image, the behavior of the model as a representational learning method was analyzed. In the sec-

ond experiment, the problem was expanded to multiclass crack classification by considering five 

classes. The number of samples in each class obtained from GSV were drastically different. 

Thus, several techniques were implemented to overcome the imbalances in the data. For solving 

the image classification problem, a model based on VGG-16 architecture was developed and 

trained on an augmented training set. A high level of performance for multiclass crack detection 

was achieved with the accuracy of 97.2% on the testing data set. By providing the output of the 

final hidden layer, the transformed image patches using PCA graphs were presented. A clear sep-

aration of the data points of the five classes in the transformed space was observed that illustrate 

the ability of the DL in learning the correct representation. 
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After in depth review of the result of the proposed models, it is concluded that the DL 

models presented in this study are effective in solving crack classification problem on pavement 

images extracted from GSV.  

 Future work 

This study is the first attempt in using GSV in a civil engineering application, and the ex-

ceptional result of this study should rightfully motivate many researchers to implement this great 

resource of data in their work. Additionally, DL methods have been significantly advanced in the 

past few years and are provide powerful techniques to solve many problems in civil engineering.  

In this study, two civil engineering graduate students performed the labeling task. Alt-

hough they both had a good understanding of the types of cracks in pavement, identifying a 

crack type based on an observation of a single image, requires years of experience. In order to 

reduce the error rate and increase the reliability of the result, labeling should be performed by a 

group of experienced visual inspectors. These inspectors not only can provide useful information 

about types of cracks, but also can estimate the severity of cracks based on the common standard 

[158].   One other way to increase the reliability of result is to compare it with other computer 

vision techniques on pavement. As mentioned in the introduction, there are many research pro-

jects and companies that use video cameras along with other sensors for pavement crack detec-

tion (which is very expensive to perform). These videos could be used to be matched with GSV 

images and provide an accurate prediction of cracks and a reliable ground truth data set for train-

ing and testing a deep learning model. 
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In this study, each GSV image was divided into small patches for image classification. 

Instead of defining crack detection as an image classification problem, the problem can be de-

fined as an object detection or an instance segmentation problem. The aim of these problems is 

to identify locations as well as types of cracks by drawing several rectangular shapes (object de-

tection) or pixel-accuracy masks (instance segmentation) around each crack. Results of these 

problems provide more details about cracks which is useful to evaluate the overall quality of 

pavement. The challenge in using these methods is that they typically require much more data 

and the labeling process could be more time-consuming than classification problem.  

As it was discussed, the labeling process is time-consuming and requires an expert 

knowledge to be reliable for pavement evaluation. Instead of defining the problem as a super-

vised learning problem, the crack detection problem can be defined as an unsupervised learning 

problem (without the need of labeled data) or a semi-supervised learning problem (with small la-

beled data and large unlabeled data). In an unsupervised method, a DL model will be used to 

cluster images to a limited number of classes based on features that it can find in the images. By 

performing clustering, the model may cluster the data into similar standard crack classes, or it 

may introduce a new system of crack classification. The new system can be scaled to the conven-

tional standard system to provide a practical and meaningful evaluation. In a semi-supervised 

learning problem the correct label of a given unlabeled data may be inferred based on the labeled 

data (transductive learning) or the correct mapping from input to output may be inferred (induc-

tive learning). 
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Appendix A – Details of the VGG-16 network 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    

================================================================= 

Image (InputLayer)            (None, 200, 200, 3)       0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

block1_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 200, 200, 64)      1792       

_________________________________________________________________ 

block1_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 200, 200, 64)      36928      

_________________________________________________________________ 

block1_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 100, 100, 64)      0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

block2_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 100, 100, 128)     73856      

_________________________________________________________________ 

block2_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 100, 100, 128)     147584     

_________________________________________________________________ 

block2_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 50, 50, 128)       0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

block3_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 50, 50, 256)       295168     

_________________________________________________________________ 

block3_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 50, 50, 256)       590080     

_________________________________________________________________ 

block3_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 50, 50, 256)       590080     

_________________________________________________________________ 

block3_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 25, 25, 256)       0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

block4_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 25, 25, 512)       1180160    

_________________________________________________________________ 

block4_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 25, 25, 512)       2359808    

_________________________________________________________________ 

block4_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 25, 25, 512)       2359808    

_________________________________________________________________ 

block4_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 12, 12, 512)       0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

block5_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 12, 12, 512)       2359808    

_________________________________________________________________ 

block5_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 12, 12, 512)       2359808    

_________________________________________________________________ 

block5_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 12, 12, 512)       2359808    

_________________________________________________________________ 
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block5_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 6, 6, 512)         0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

global_average_pooling2d_1 ( (None, 512)               0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

features1 (Dense)            (None, 2048)              1050624    

_________________________________________________________________ 

dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 2048)              0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

features2 (Dense)            (None, 2048)              4196352    

_________________________________________________________________ 

dropout_2 (Dropout)          (None, 2048)              0          

_________________________________________________________________ 

Prediction (Dense)           (None, 2)                 4098       

================================================================= 

Total params: 19,965,762 

Trainable params: 19,965,762 

Non-trainable params: 0 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B – Details of the Inception network 

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

Layer (type)                    Output Shape         Param #     Connected to                      

=====================================================================

============================= 

Image (InputLayer)              (None, 200, 200, 3)  0                                             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_1 (Conv2D)               (None, 99, 99, 32)   864         Image[0][0]                       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_1 (BatchNor (None, 99, 99, 32)   96          conv2d_1[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_1 (Activation)       (None, 99, 99, 32)   0           batch_normalization_1[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_2 (Conv2D)               (None, 97, 97, 32)   9216        activation_1[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_2 (BatchNor (None, 97, 97, 32)   96          conv2d_2[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_2 (Activation)       (None, 97, 97, 32)   0           batch_normalization_2[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_3 (Conv2D)               (None, 97, 97, 64)   18432       activation_2[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_3 (BatchNor (None, 97, 97, 64)   192         conv2d_3[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_3 (Activation)       (None, 97, 97, 64)   0           batch_normalization_3[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

max_pooling2d_1 (MaxPooling2D)  (None, 48, 48, 64)   0           activation_3[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_4 (Conv2D)               (None, 48, 48, 80)   5120        max_pooling2d_1[0][0]             
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_4 (BatchNor (None, 48, 48, 80)   240         conv2d_4[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_4 (Activation)       (None, 48, 48, 80)   0           batch_normalization_4[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_5 (Conv2D)               (None, 46, 46, 192)  138240      activation_4[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_5 (BatchNor (None, 46, 46, 192)  576         conv2d_5[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_5 (Activation)       (None, 46, 46, 192)  0           batch_normalization_5[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

max_pooling2d_2 (MaxPooling2D)  (None, 22, 22, 192)  0           activation_5[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_9 (Conv2D)               (None, 22, 22, 64)   12288       max_pooling2d_2[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_9 (BatchNor (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_9[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_9 (Activation)       (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_9[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_7 (Conv2D)               (None, 22, 22, 48)   9216        max_pooling2d_2[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_10 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   55296       activation_9[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_7 (BatchNor (None, 22, 22, 48)   144         conv2d_7[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_10 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_10[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_7 (Activation)       (None, 22, 22, 48)   0           batch_normalization_7[0][0]       
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_10 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_10[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_1 (AveragePoo (None, 22, 22, 192)  0           max_pooling2d_2[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_6 (Conv2D)               (None, 22, 22, 64)   12288       max_pooling2d_2[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_8 (Conv2D)               (None, 22, 22, 64)   76800       activation_7[0][0]                

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_11 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   82944       activation_10[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_12 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 32)   6144        average_pooling2d_1[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_6 (BatchNor (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_6[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_8 (BatchNor (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_8[0][0]                    

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_11 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_11[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_12 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 32)   96          conv2d_12[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_6 (Activation)       (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_6[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_8 (Activation)       (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_8[0][0]       

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_11 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_11[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_12 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 32)   0           batch_normalization_12[0][0]      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed0 (Concatenate)            (None, 22, 22, 256)  0           activation_6[0][0]                

                                                                 activation_8[0][0]                

                                                                 activation_11[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_12[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_16 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   16384       mixed0[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_16 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_16[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_16 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_16[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_14 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 48)   12288       mixed0[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_17 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   55296       activation_16[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_14 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 48)   144         conv2d_14[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_17 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_17[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_14 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 48)   0           batch_normalization_14[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_17 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_17[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_2 (AveragePoo (None, 22, 22, 256)  0           mixed0[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_13 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   16384       mixed0[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_15 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   76800       activation_14[0][0]               
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_18 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   82944       activation_17[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_19 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   16384       average_pooling2d_2[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_13 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_13[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_15 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_15[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_18 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_18[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_19 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_19[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_13 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_13[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_15 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_15[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_18 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_18[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_19 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_19[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed1 (Concatenate)            (None, 22, 22, 288)  0           activation_13[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_15[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_18[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_19[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_23 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   18432       mixed1[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_23 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_23[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_23 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_23[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_21 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 48)   13824       mixed1[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_24 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   55296       activation_23[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_21 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 48)   144         conv2d_21[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_24 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_24[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_21 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 48)   0           batch_normalization_21[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_24 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_24[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_3 (AveragePoo (None, 22, 22, 288)  0           mixed1[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_20 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   18432       mixed1[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_22 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   76800       activation_21[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_25 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   82944       activation_24[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_26 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   18432       average_pooling2d_3[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_20 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_20[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_22 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_22[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_25 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_25[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_26 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_26[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_20 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_20[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_22 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_22[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_25 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_25[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_26 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_26[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed2 (Concatenate)            (None, 22, 22, 288)  0           activation_20[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_22[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_25[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_26[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_28 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 64)   18432       mixed2[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_28 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 64)   192         conv2d_28[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_28 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 64)   0           batch_normalization_28[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_29 (Conv2D)              (None, 22, 22, 96)   55296       activation_28[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_29 (BatchNo (None, 22, 22, 96)   288         conv2d_29[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_29 (Activation)      (None, 22, 22, 96)   0           batch_normalization_29[0][0]      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_27 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 384)  995328      mixed2[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_30 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 96)   82944       activation_29[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_27 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 384)  1152        conv2d_27[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_30 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 96)   288         conv2d_30[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_27 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 384)  0           batch_normalization_27[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_30 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 96)   0           batch_normalization_30[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

max_pooling2d_3 (MaxPooling2D)  (None, 10, 10, 288)  0           mixed2[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed3 (Concatenate)            (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           activation_27[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_30[0][0]               

                                                                 max_pooling2d_3[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_35 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  98304       mixed3[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_35 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_35[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_35 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_35[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_36 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  114688      activation_35[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_36 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_36[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 
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activation_36 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_36[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_32 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  98304       mixed3[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_37 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  114688      activation_36[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_32 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_32[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_37 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_37[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_32 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_32[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_37 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_37[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_33 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  114688      activation_32[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_38 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 128)  114688      activation_37[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_33 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_33[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_38 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 128)  384         conv2d_38[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_33 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_33[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_38 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 128)  0           batch_normalization_38[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_4 (AveragePoo (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           mixed3[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_31 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed3[0][0]                      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_34 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  172032      activation_33[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_39 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  172032      activation_38[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_40 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      average_pooling2d_4[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_31 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_31[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_34 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_34[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_39 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_39[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_40 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_40[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_31 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_31[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_34 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_34[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_39 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_39[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_40 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_40[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed4 (Concatenate)            (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           activation_31[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_34[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_39[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_40[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_45 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  122880      mixed4[0][0]                      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_45 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_45[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_45 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_45[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_46 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_45[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_46 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_46[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_46 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_46[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_42 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  122880      mixed4[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_47 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_46[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_42 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_42[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_47 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_47[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_42 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_42[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_47 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_47[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_43 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_42[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_48 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_47[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_43 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_43[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_48 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_48[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_43 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_43[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_48 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_48[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_5 (AveragePoo (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           mixed4[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_41 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed4[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_44 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  215040      activation_43[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_49 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  215040      activation_48[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_50 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      average_pooling2d_5[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_41 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_41[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_44 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_44[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_49 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_49[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_50 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_50[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_41 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_41[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_44 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_44[0][0]      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_49 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_49[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_50 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_50[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed5 (Concatenate)            (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           activation_41[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_44[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_49[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_50[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_55 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  122880      mixed5[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_55 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_55[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_55 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_55[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_56 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_55[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_56 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_56[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_56 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_56[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_52 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  122880      mixed5[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_57 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_56[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_52 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_52[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_57 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_57[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_52 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_52[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_57 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_57[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_53 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_52[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_58 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 160)  179200      activation_57[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_53 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_53[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_58 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 160)  480         conv2d_58[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_53 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_53[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_58 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 160)  0           batch_normalization_58[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_6 (AveragePoo (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           mixed5[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_51 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed5[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_54 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  215040      activation_53[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_59 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  215040      activation_58[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_60 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      average_pooling2d_6[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_51 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_51[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_54 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_54[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_59 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_59[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_60 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_60[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_51 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_51[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_54 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_54[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_59 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_59[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_60 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_60[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed6 (Concatenate)            (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           activation_51[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_54[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_59[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_60[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_65 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed6[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_65 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_65[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_65 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_65[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_66 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_65[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_66 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_66[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_66 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_66[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_62 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed6[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_67 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_66[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_62 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_62[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_67 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_67[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_62 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_62[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_67 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_67[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_63 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_62[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_68 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_67[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_63 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_63[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_68 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_68[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_63 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_63[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_68 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_68[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_7 (AveragePoo (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           mixed6[0][0]                      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_61 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed6[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_64 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_63[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_69 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_68[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_70 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      average_pooling2d_7[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_61 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_61[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_64 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_64[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_69 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_69[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_70 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_70[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_61 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_61[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_64 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_64[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_69 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_69[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_70 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_70[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed7 (Concatenate)            (None, 10, 10, 768)  0           activation_61[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_64[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_69[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_70[0][0]               
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_73 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed7[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_73 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_73[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_73 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_73[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_74 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_73[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_74 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_74[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_74 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_74[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_71 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  147456      mixed7[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_75 (Conv2D)              (None, 10, 10, 192)  258048      activation_74[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_71 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_71[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_75 (BatchNo (None, 10, 10, 192)  576         conv2d_75[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_71 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_71[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_75 (Activation)      (None, 10, 10, 192)  0           batch_normalization_75[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_72 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 320)    552960      activation_71[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_76 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 192)    331776      activation_75[0][0]               
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_72 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 320)    960         conv2d_72[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_76 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 192)    576         conv2d_76[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_72 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 320)    0           batch_normalization_72[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_76 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 192)    0           batch_normalization_76[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

max_pooling2d_4 (MaxPooling2D)  (None, 4, 4, 768)    0           mixed7[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed8 (Concatenate)            (None, 4, 4, 1280)   0           activation_72[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_76[0][0]               

                                                                 max_pooling2d_4[0][0]             

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_81 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 448)    573440      mixed8[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_81 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 448)    1344        conv2d_81[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_81 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 448)    0           batch_normalization_81[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_78 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    491520      mixed8[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_82 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    1548288     activation_81[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_78 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_78[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_82 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_82[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 
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activation_78 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_78[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_82 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_82[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_79 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_78[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_80 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_78[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_83 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_82[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_84 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_82[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_8 (AveragePoo (None, 4, 4, 1280)   0           mixed8[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_77 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 320)    409600      mixed8[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_79 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_79[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_80 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_80[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_83 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_83[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_84 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_84[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_85 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 192)    245760      average_pooling2d_8[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_77 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 320)    960         conv2d_77[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_79 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_79[0][0]      
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_80 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_80[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_83 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_83[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_84 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_84[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_85 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 192)    576         conv2d_85[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_77 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 320)    0           batch_normalization_77[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed9_0 (Concatenate)          (None, 4, 4, 768)    0           activation_79[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_80[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

concatenate_1 (Concatenate)     (None, 4, 4, 768)    0           activation_83[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_84[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_85 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 192)    0           batch_normalization_85[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed9 (Concatenate)            (None, 4, 4, 2048)   0           activation_77[0][0]               

                                                                 mixed9_0[0][0]                    

                                                                 concatenate_1[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_85[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_90 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 448)    917504      mixed9[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_90 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 448)    1344        conv2d_90[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_90 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 448)    0           batch_normalization_90[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 
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conv2d_87 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    786432      mixed9[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_91 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    1548288     activation_90[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_87 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_87[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_91 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_91[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_87 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_87[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_91 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_91[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_88 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_87[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_89 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_87[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_92 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_91[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_93 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 384)    442368      activation_91[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

average_pooling2d_9 (AveragePoo (None, 4, 4, 2048)   0           mixed9[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_86 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 320)    655360      mixed9[0][0]                      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_88 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_88[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_89 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_89[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_92 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_92[0][0]                   
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______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_93 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 384)    1152        conv2d_93[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

conv2d_94 (Conv2D)              (None, 4, 4, 192)    393216      average_pooling2d_9[0][0]         

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_86 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 320)    960         conv2d_86[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_88 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_88[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_89 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_89[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_92 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_92[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_93 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 384)    0           batch_normalization_93[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

batch_normalization_94 (BatchNo (None, 4, 4, 192)    576         conv2d_94[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_86 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 320)    0           batch_normalization_86[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed9_1 (Concatenate)          (None, 4, 4, 768)    0           activation_88[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_89[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

concatenate_2 (Concatenate)     (None, 4, 4, 768)    0           activation_92[0][0]               

                                                                 activation_93[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

activation_94 (Activation)      (None, 4, 4, 192)    0           batch_normalization_94[0][0]      

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

mixed10 (Concatenate)           (None, 4, 4, 2048)   0           activation_86[0][0]               

                                                                 mixed9_1[0][0]                    

                                                                 concatenate_2[0][0]               
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                                                                 activation_94[0][0]               

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

global_average_pooling2d_1 (Glo (None, 2048)         0           mixed10[0][0]                     

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

features1 (Dense)               (None, 2048)         4196352     global_average_pooling2d_1[0][0]  

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

dropout_1 (Dropout)             (None, 2048)         0           features1[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

features2 (Dense)               (None, 2048)         4196352     dropout_1[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

dropout_2 (Dropout)             (None, 2048)         0           features2[0][0]                   

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

Prediction (Dense)              (None, 2)            4098        dropout_2[0][0]                   

=====================================================================

============================= 

Total params: 30,199,586 

Trainable params: 30,165,154 

Non-trainable params: 34,432 

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 
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